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Additional Gross-Snow Letters (November 4, 1840-July 11, 1850) 8 items

   Re repair of brig, amount of commission - 5% of the freights.

2. Lemuel Bradford, Jr., Plymouth, Nov. 21, 1840. To Captain Lombard, Truro, Mass.
   Brig ready.

   Answer to Lombard's request for a new stove for ship; suggests another. Advises Lombard to use own judgement as to whether to take ship to Wilmington or to Texas and New Orleans.

   Bradford cannot come to Boston; says it essential that Lombard come to Plymouth - with all essential papers.

   Bradford wishes Lombard to give evidence as to whether certain damage to the ship could rightly be attributed to heavy gales; if so, his case for compensation is clear. Wants to know what became of the logbook.

   Bradford wishes Lombard to meet him in Boston and bring all papers necessary to settle up the voyage.

   Bradford tells Lombard that the general concensus is that the latter should receive no compensation for his services at Mobile because "no prudent man would undertake to repair a vessel without first knowing how he was to pay the bills"; further criticizes Lombard's judgment in crediting certain items to the owners.

   Josiah Lombard sends a few lines by his clerk, Andrew Wilson, who is on a buying trip in the East.